
GWR Shunters Truck Dia M4/M5 v2.0 – 20/02/09
M4 trucks were built during 1917-38, and were similar to the earlier M3 type of 
1912/14 which had vertical supports for the top handrail. M5 built  from 1940 had 
Morton brake & 18" buffer heads. Trucks were used in some yards until the 
1970s, particularly where space was tight eg. Paddington (ECS), & at Fowey (Ml 
until at least 1985). The BR 'TOPS' codes included shunters' trucks, but these 
may not have been carried (ZSP/R/W/X). Trucks were allocated to specific 
yards, e.g. Bristol M4 41052, Laira M4 41046, M5 41883, Worcester M5 41823. 
(See History of GW Wagons - D & C, for list) Both M4 & M5 had instanter 
couplings, on the model it may be convenient to fit a scale type at one end & a 
Hornby one at the other. Some  trucks had 3-hole wheels.

1 Toolbox front
2 Toolbox Back
3 Toolbox End LH
4 Toolbox End RH
5 Toolbox Lid front
6 Toolbox Lid  back
7 'V' Hanger clutch side
8  Brake lever
9  'V’ hanger
10 Brake lever
11 Floor
12 D /C ratchet
13 B/gear cross shafts
14 Headstock
I5 Solebar/step
16 Platform surround - end
17 Platform surround  side
18 Brakegear
19 Buffer head M4/M3
20 Buffer head M5
21 Buffer 'collar'
22 Handrail stanchions

 Fit one side (15) & headstocks (14) to floor (11). then add second solebar & fit 
wheels. Ensure that the solebars are level with the top edge of the floor & that 
the headstocks are lined up with the solebars not the end of the floor.

Leave to set.  Fit the platform sides (17) & ends (16) round the planked area of 
the floor. The four brackets (22) fit on the inside of the sides (17) against the 
ribs  to match those on the ends. Part 22a is the left hand one of each pair.

Assemble toolbox (16). Sides (1/2) fit in steps of ends (3/4). If desired, fill box 
with weight e.g. scrap whitemetal plasticine, then fit box between ribs on floor.

23 Lamp brackets, 24 D /C brake handle, 25 D/C 'V' hanger, 26 D/C outer 
bracket, 27 D/C inner bracket, 28 Vacuum pipe 29 Hornhy coupling block
Note: refer to section on painting before proceeding.

Brakegear  M4 (D /C type) :  if Hornhy coupling & Block (29) are used, then 
bracket (27) & shaft (13), to handle bracket (26) cannot be fitted.

Filing end of bearing

Partially restored truck at Parkend, Dean Forest Railway. (c. 1985)
(No shunters’ pole plates on axleguards)

Numbers were:
M4: 820/822/841/854/869/880, 966, 1085, 1261/81/91/92

41046-55, 41091-41100, 43960/75, 94947, 94949-82.
M5: 1376/98, 1405/09/20/36/55, 1520/35/47/59/68

41101/45654/45768.
41791, 41817/34/45/83 (replaced  scrapped M1’s numbers)

All numbers were prefixed DW in BR period

Couplings: If using Hornby type, fit blocks (29) behind headstocks & glue 
couplings to pins. There is not room to fit a sprung-type 3-link coupling, so 
the hook will have to be glued in place.

Further reading: A History of GW Wagons (David & Charles);
A Pictorial Record of GW Wagons (OPC)

Acknowledgements: D.J. Hyde, Dean Forest Railway, D. Larkin.

12mm spoked wheels are required for this kit. They can be fitted without 
bearings, or with modified brass bearings (see above left).

N.B. Solebars omitted
Handrails: use the thinner wire for lower handrails. Cut to length  &
fit between end brackets.  N.B. top handrails pass behind top of brackets (22)

Lower handrail23

Lamp brackets (23) fit one to each end of the toolbox. About 1945 the 
brackets were moved to the ends (16) with one at each corner – four in all.
Painting & Lettering:
It will be easier to paint the toolbox sides & solebars before assembly, so that 
the lettering can be applied (HMRS GWR wagon transfer sheet 11). The depot 
name was on the second plank of the toolbox (for both GW & BR period). The 
first letter of the name was sometimes larger than the rest of the word. Other 
lettering was on the solebars.
GWR Livery: GW Wagon grey (Precision Paints) overall, brakelever ends 
white. BR Livery: followed whichever colour scheme was in vogue at the time. 
1) Black overall; 2) Black solebars, 'gulf' red above solebars (early 1960s); 3) 
Black solebars, olive green above (1966-70s). It is not known if any received 
livery 3, although trucks remained in use after this livery began to be used. 
Some may have had grey bodywork in the 1950s.

Brakegear -M5
Notch the top edge of the step at the centre with a file to enable brakelevers to 
fit on 'V’ hangers, then fit 'V’ hangers (7,9) to back of solebars. Add lever (8) to 
'V' hanger (7), and lever (10) to 'V' hanger (9). Fit brakegear (18) to floor on 
clutch side (7,8) with LH pushrod at top when viewed from side of wagon (upside 
down). Cut shaft (13) to fit between (18) & (9). In later years a plate was added 
at 'x' on 'V' hanger (7)  – date not known.

ASSEMBLY:  If fitting brass hearings, open out the axle holes carefully with a 
2.00mm/47 drill (Don’t let the drill come out the front of the axle box). The 
length of the bearing should be reduced to about 1.5mm including flange. Drill a 
2mm hole through a suitable piece of plastic or metal to hold the bearing while 
filing it (see diagram above right). 

Brakegear (18) locates in the holes in the floor. Note that both should be the 
same way round, i.e. lower pushrod at the same end of the wagon. The 'V hangers 
(25) fit between the ribs on the back of solebars (15). Fit brackets (26) to 
solebars & brackets (27) to floor (next to ribs). Fit shafts (13) between 
brakegear (18); & between brackets (26,27). Add handles to outside of brackets 
(26 > 24). The second set of brakegear may have been a later addition. 
(Marked * on diagram)

Edges marked X of parts 5 & 6 meet at ridge of box.
NOTE Part nos. 7/9/12/17/24/25 side showing as 
viewed above/below face inwards when assembled.


